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Ab&act: A space is weakly b-refinable if every open cover u of X has an open refinement 
v = UCg/(n):n > 1) such that given XE X, one of the collections v(n) has finite, positive order 
at x. Several equ +!oct properkies of a space are given and ark used to prove that : (a) if X is 
weakly d-refinable and has closed sets G, then X is subparacompact ; (b) any quasi-developable 
space. (in rhe sense of Bennett) is weakly &refinable; (c) a space is quasi-devElopable if and only 
if it has a &base,‘(d) alinearly ordered topological space is F aracompact if an 
Iy &refinable. Examples are given which show that weak &re:finabil.ity isstrictly weaker than the 
notion of &-refinability introduced by Worrell and Wicke. 
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ever, A is not Cj- 
, 7) is a locally metrizable 
bset of X which is not a Gs (and it is easily seen that in a lo- 
cally metrizable s :>ace whit is O-refinable, closed sets must be 
fortunately, is I at regullar, 
Spaces which a ‘*e (completely) regular, w-zakly -refinable and not 8- ** 
refinalble are rnorv complic.ated io describe. We present one such space; 
another space of this type TUS been constru&ed by 
Exantple 2. Let w2 be the first ordinal with cardinality H,. Let Y be the 
product set Y = ({O,l},: 1 < or < ~9~). For each a < a2? define an 
element f, of Y b;:~ & @) -s “1 if 0 = cy and JEol (fl) := 0 otherwise. Let I”vi = 
1 “=-tx<c32}. 
set of type I is any set of t%e form {g) where 
II is a set B(u, E) :.= (ge Y: g((~; = z&x) for each CY E
subset of [ 1, u2 [ ~xdl where U: [ l$ ~3~ [ + {O,l) i
type II are simply basic open sets in the usual product topology of Y.) 
Topologize Y in stlch a way that the collection of all sets of types I and 
II forms an opk:n base 
t i,s clear th3t Y is usdorff and Ithat each point of Y 
d base conGsting ets which are both open and cl 
letely regular, It is easily seen that Y is weakly &re 
ha!t Y is not O-refinable, we need a technical emma 
or each a < ~3~ ) (a) be a cou,l able subset of [ 
ere is a sequence 1 < a2 < .ee in [l, 2 [ such that 4xi c;[ 
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a& y1 Z 1. Since 
follows that 
is not O-refinable. 
he authors do not kno-v er the normal space given i 
example G of [ 31 is le; it is clearly weakly &refinable. 
t is known that a subparacornyac space [6 ] is @-refinable [ 7 ] , whence. 
weaki!: Ci-refinatf -,nb. A sufficient con tion for a weakly ~urefinablle space 
to be subparacompact is that the space is perfect (= ah closed sets are 
6, ‘s). Our proof of this fact r ires an easy lemma. The e 
of statements (a) and (c) in t mma, whrch 
7 below, was pointed out to the authors by II. 
For any space X the llowing are equivalent: 
qveakly &refinable. 
(6). Ever-v ope11 G.Z~ !2 nf _- v has an open refinement W = 
rz 2 ‘1) such that given XEX, some $(rr) has orti\er 1 at X. 
very open cover U of X has a refinement C =IJ {C(n): M > I} 
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5. If X is pe.rfect and weakly 
Let L/ be an open c 
refinement of U 
{W(PZ):MZ~ 1) bean 
a . For each n, the set 
X(n) =;: U 11 (M) is open in X; thu 
where each C(n, m) is Axe 
each xEX, chsose a me 
XE X \ C(FZ, mj, choose an open si=t N9(n, i~,x) such that XE I@, m, X)C 
U(x) \ C(M, ~1). Define 
Wfn,m) = W !:n) U {W(n,m,x): xEX \ C(n,m)}. 
Clearly, each w (n, m) ir: an open cover of X which refines U Let .UE X. 
Choose no such that enactly one mean er of V (no), say VO. contains x. 
Choose m. such that x W(no, nz,). Observe that if yeX \ C(no, ml0 )
hen x @ Wlno, mo, y) btxause W(rio,mo, y) is a subset of X \ C(nO, mi). 
t follows that V. is the: only member of W(no, {no) which contains x, 
St(x, W(no,m,,)) =U~WEIrl(no,mo): xEW} = V. 
is contained in some mexnber U. of U since V refines U. (Thus, in the 
erminology of I[ 1 ] , X is err-parxompact.) It fol ows from the results 0 
[6] that X i s s&paracornpact. 
heorem 5, which improves a result of [9], has bet-n used to 
that the product oi’count s af the Soq:enfrey line 
paracompact [ lQ] . 
n [ 12 ] $ the notion sf 8-b;lse was introduced in order to character- 
there is an n such hat xESt(X, G( 
{Crr G(n): xEG) and S C Q/. (If, jin addition, ea 
en X is developlzble.) 
quasi-developable space is {yhereditarily) 
subspace of a quasi-develo,pable space is again 
ffices to show that a quasi-‘developa 
O-refinable. Suppose ( )? is a quasi-development for X and let 
any open c3ver 0fX. l-order U 9 say = iO,, : i < a < A) wher 
some ordinsl. For each a < A and 12 >J 
P(cu,n) = (xEX: xEV, \ {Up: p < a) and xESt(X, G(n))c 
Let P(Fz) = (P(a, n): 1 G (Y < A!. Let XE Y(fi j = p(u). Choose of such 
that x~P(a,tr). It is easily seen that St& b ne&&,:,r’hood of x 
which meets exactly one member of P(n) e P(n) is discret: in the 
subspace Y(n) = UP(n) of X. According to Lemma 4, X is weakly &refiira- 
able. 
space X has a C-base if and only if X. is quasi-developabHe. 
Suppose (G(n)) is a quasi-development for X. According to 
ak &refineme:lt U(B(n,m): m 2 1) of G(H) w 
ich consists of open subsets of X.. Clearly 
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lFwtherrmsei since any space having a o- bunt-finite base 1 
we have: 
rsE 
able, 
[2] * IfX has 2 cs- is quasi-develop- 
d 
Let us coYlrcEude with a theorem describin 
abi?ity in Cinedy red mpological spaces 
ed sets endowed w the usual open-inter-v 
able. 
e A LOTS X is ~aracompact if ant” only if X is 3leakJy Ct-refin- 
. To prove the nontrivial half of the theorem, suppose X is weakly 
able. Let tl be an open c0ve.1: of X and let V =u { V Qz): n > l} be 
an open refinement of C’ as described in Lemma 4. For each rt, let X(n) = 
UV (n) and for each VE II (FI), let V”(n) = (x~ V: V (n) has order 1 st x} c 
f course, some of the V’(n) may be empty.) Each V’(n) is closed in 
n) and the collection V’(n) = {V’(n): VE V (rz)) is discrete 1~ the rela- 
tive topology ofX(n). Since X, being a LOTS, is hereditarily collection- 
wise normal [ 111, there is a collection W(p1) of open subsets of X(M) 
which covers U V’(n), refines V (n) and which is discrete in X(n). Then 
W(iz) is a disjoint collection of open subse X which refines V . Because 
ii satisfks Iemma the collection W = U n): y2 > 1) ds a point-count- 
able open cover of ich refines 1.i. It follow-s from [ 5, Theorem ‘2.61 
that JY is paracompact. 
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